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Introduction: Multiple intervention approaches that include parent participation, informed by developmental and
behavioral psychology, have emerged as leading evidence-based practices in autism spectrum disorder (ASD).1 Structured
behavioral interventions, such as Discrete Trial Training (DTT)2, are based on the learning principals of applied
behavioral analysis (ABA).3 DTT emphasizes the provision of learning opportunities by utilizing antecedent and
consequence strategies (e.g., providing clear cues and reinforcing attempts) to enhance child learning with limited
attention to the caregiver/child relationship. More recently, naturalistic developmental behavioral interventions (NDBI),
such as the Early Start Denver Model (ESDM)4, blend the learning principles of ABA with relational strategies based on
developmental science (e.g., developing sensitive and responsive interactions).3 Developmental studies examining the
effect of helping parents develop sensitive and responsive parenting behaviors that fit their child’s learning needs have
linked increases in these parenting behaviors to more positive outcomes for children with ASD5–7, but little attention has
been paid to how these behaviors might vary as a function of coaching approach.
Methods: This project utilizes home videos of parent-child interaction obtained as part of a larger treatment study
comparing the DTT and ESDM intervention approaches (PI: Rogers). Participants in the parent study included children
between the ages of 12 and 30 months at study entry with a medical diagnosis of ASD and their primary caregivers. Over
the year-long intervention, parents received coaching in parent ESDM (P-ESDM)8 or behavior management. The
DTT/behavior management condition most closely mirrored usual care parent coaching found in community programs.9 A
total of 83 children completed the study (42 DTT, 43 ESDM). Children were, on average, white (53%) males (75%), and
the average age at study entry was 25 months. Video recordings of parent-child interaction during toy play were collected
monthly for 12 months. This study compares video data from months 1, 4, 8, and 12 for the quality of the parent-child
interaction using the Parenting Interactions with Children: Checklist of Observations Linked to Outcomes (PICCOLO).10
The PICCOLO is a checklist of 29 observable developmentally supportive parenting behaviors with children ages 10–47
months in four domains—Affection, Responsiveness, Encouragement, and Teaching. Repeated measures, random effects
models will be used to model change over time in parent sensitivity/responsivity. If a significant difference is observed
between groups on the overall score, secondary analyses will assess the four sub-domain scores as outcomes to probe
specific areas that might explain the overall difference.
Results: PICCOLO coding is underway (12% completed at submission) and will be completed by January 2020. Ten
dyads from the ESDM condition and 11 from the DTT condition have month 1 videos coded. Preliminary analysis
indicates no differences in overall performance on the PICCOLO between the ESDM dyads (M=37.89, SD =6.6) and the
DTT dyads (M=38.18, SD = 8.5) at study entry; t(19)= -.08, p = 0.93.
Discussion: Greater understanding of the effects of coaching in specific intervention strategies on parent-child
interactions will lead to a greater understanding of how best to support parents of children with ASD. This information
can be used to streamline parent coaching strategies, making them easier for parents to implement and for communities to
gain access to them, thus improving the lives of families with children with ASD.
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